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High pressure oil purifier
Air compressor

Machine type: 

To enable more efficient maintenance of heavy machinery on-site through Condition-based Monitoring

and Predictive Maintenance. The information gathered will help our client to gain a better understanding

of machinery performance and provide recommendations to enhance productivity performance. 

Objective:

Our sound sensor (v1)
in action

Established in 1973, our client has developed from a regional shipping company into one of the world's
largest marine energy transportation companies. Our client operates in markets around the world,
with major operations in the United States, United Kingdom, Singapore, China, and many more.

About Our Client:

Why Groundup.ai?

Fast and easy installation, retrofit
within 10 minutes

3D approach to analyzing sound 

Only company to cancel out surrounding
industrial noises before processing

World's most comprehensive sound
error database - Meta Asset Capsule™ -
for accelerated deployment and high
accuracy

https://groundup.ai/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/groundupai/
https://www.facebook.com/groundupai
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Condition-Based Monitoring: Provides real-time equipment diagnostics 

Predictive Maintenance: Predict future equipment breakdowns

Groundup.Ai Predictive Maintenance Solution is an AI-powered sound sensor solution that aims to

monitor an equipment’s health and predict potential breakdowns. The solution has 2 components:

Our Solution:

Palm-sized design, easy
installation and retrofit
within 10 minutes

Moisture-proof and dust
resistant, built to withstand
harsh industrial conditions

Flexible deployment, wired
24/7 or battery version for
mobile usage

Expected Outcomes:

Decrease equipment downtime by 15% by complementing human expertise with AI

analysis to ensure the machine can be operated reliably until the planned shutdown

Projected maintenance cost savings of 18% by following the AI system's

recommendations for which specific parts to repair to enable more efficient

maintenance works and avoid unnecessary wastage of spare parts

We pursue real measurable impacts on the products and services that we deliver.
Let's drive for a real impact, from the ground up. Contact us today.

Projected total cost savings of more than $500K through reducing unplanned

downtime, improving maintenance efficiency, and increasing operations

productivity

https://groundup.ai/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/groundupai/
https://www.facebook.com/groundupai

